Fostered Many Moves For Unity in Past Year

During the past year, U.E. has made vast gains in organization. July 4th was held in Indiana, Chicago, and New York City. The union has taken the lead on many fronts, and the union is working hard to secure gains for the American women workers. (Source: Electrical Union News)

Threat of McCarthyism Grew In County Dyke Past Year

A Carmen had to work for a union convention on June 5th. Since the end of World War II, the Carmen's union has been facing serious problems. (Source: Electrical Union News)

Electrical Union News

1,300 Women Get Special Wage Boosts, Complete Report on Job Survey Shows

About 1,300 Rochester U.E. women workers have received wage increases averaging about 1/2 per hour on the basis of the recent job survey conducted throughout the plant. A complete report on the survey revealed this week. In all, 375 job classifications had their earnings increased ranging from 1/4 to 1/2 per hour. (Source: Electrical Union News)

First Union Clambake Slated For Republican Park Sunday

Hundreds of U.E. Local 300 members, their families and friends will gather Sunday for the first clambake sponsored by the union. Some of the favorite treats will be the Republican Park on Prattsburg Road, with the meals expected to run throughout the afternoon. (Source: Electrical Union News)

Propose Argentines For New Local Hall

Hundreds of U.E. Local 300 members and friends will gather Sunday for the first clambake sponsored by the union. Some of the favorite treats will be the Republican Park on Prattsburg Road, with the meals expected to run throughout the afternoon. (Source: Electrical Union News)

NEW U.E. LOCAL 300

Located in the vicinity of Schenectady, the new labor union was formed in May with the objective of organizing the workers in the local plant. (Source: Electrical Union News)

Electrical Union News
Labor Speakers Blast GOP Acts

Criticisms of Republican administration and attacks on jobs for labor leaders

Many of the APLP leaders were big supporters of the Democratic Party, but with the rise of RPM, they began to see the light and stand up for their members. The APLP leaders were young and idealistic, and they wanted to make the world a better place. They were fighting for their members' jobs, and they were willing to do whatever it took to win.

The APLP leaders were also very active in the community. They held rallies, marched in parades, and gave speeches to raise awareness about the issues. They were very effective, and they won many battles for their members. The APLP leaders were truly dedicated to their cause, and they were a force to be reckoned with.

The APLP leaders were also very effective in their dealings with the employers. They were able to negotiate better pay and benefits for their members, and they were able to keep many jobs from being lost. The APLP leaders were truly a force to be reckoned with, and they were a shining example of how one can make a difference in the world.